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Abstract
Having many best compromise solutions for bi-objective optimization problems, this paper
studies p-dispersion problems to select p > 2 representative points in the Pareto Front(PF).
Four standard variants of p-dispersion are considered. A novel variant, denoted Max-Sum-
Neighbor p-dispersion, is introduced for the specific case of a 2d PF. Firstly, it is proven
that 2-dispersion and 3-dispersion problems are solvable in O(n) time in a 2d PF. Secondly,
dynamic programming algorithms are designed for three p-dispersion variants, proving poly-
nomial complexities in a 2d PF. The Max-Min p-dispersion problem is proven solvable in
O(pn log n) time and O(n) memory space. The Max-Sum-Min p-dispersion problem is proven
solvable in O(pn3) time and O(pn2) space. The Max-Sum-Neighbor p-dispersion problem is
proven solvable in O(pn2) time and O(pn) space. Complexity results and parallelization issues
are discussed in regards to practical implementation.
Keywords : Optimization, Operational Research, Computational Geometry ; Dynamic program-
ming ; p-dispersion problems ; complexity ; bi-objective optimization ; Pareto front ; Parallel
Computing
1 Introduction
This paper is motivated by real-life applications of multi-objective optimization (MOO) [5, 25].
Many best compromise solutions may exist considering the Pareto dominance [11]. A Pareto Front
(PF) denotes the projection of these solutions in the space of the objectives. This work aims to
select p solutions from n ≫ p non dominated solutions, while maximizing the diversity of these
p solutions in the objective space. Firstly, such problem occurs when selecting alternatives for
decision makers, p is small in such applications. Secondly, a similar problem occurs inside MOO
meta-heuristics to archive diversified solutions of the PF, p is larger in such applications [32, 34].
For such problem, one can use the hypervolume measure as in [2, 21], or clustering algorithms as
studied in [6, 7, 8].
In this paper, we consider (discrete) p-dispersion problems, dispersing the selected points as
much as possible, as in [12]. Actually, four variants of discrete p-dispersion problems are de-
fined [13]. Max-Min and Max-Sum p-dispersion problems, the most studied variants, are proven
NP-complete in the general case ([12, 16]). Although p-dispersion is mentioned to have relevant
applications for MOO [13, 27], no specific studies concerned the p-dispersion in a PF to the best
of our knowledge. This paper studies the four variants of p-dispersion problems in the case of
a 2-dimensional (2d) PF. Another problem, denoted Max-Sum-Neighbor p-dispersion, is also in-
troduced in a 2d PF. For the five p-dispersion problems, the cases p = 2 and p = 3 are proven
to be solvable in O(n) time. Generally, the Max-Min, Max-Sum-Min and Max-Sum-Neighbor p-
dispersion problems are proven to be solvable in polynomial time in a 2d PF thanks to dynamic
programming (DP) algorithms.
This paper is organized as following. In Section 2, we formally describe the problem. In
Section 3, we discuss related state-of-the-art elements to appreciate our contributions. In Section 4,
intermediate results are presented, allowing to define the Max-Sum-Neighbor p-dispersion problem.
In Section 5, a DP algorithm is presented for the Max-Sum-Neighbor variant with a complexity
proven in O(pn2) time and O(pn) memory space. In section 6, the previous DP algorithm is
adapted for the Max-Min variant with a complexity in O(pn logn) time and O(n) space. In section
7, a DP algorithm is presented for the Max-Min-Sum variant with a complexity in O(pn3) time and
1
O(pn2) space. In Section 8, practical applications are discussed. In Section 9, our contributions
are summarized, discussing also future directions of research.
2 Problem statement and notation
We suppose in this paper having a set E of n elements of a 2d PF, where the minimization of
two objectives is considered (without loss of generality, transforming objectives to maximize f into
−f). Similarly with [7], this can be formalized E = {x1, . . . , xn}, having n elements of R
2, such
that for all i 6= j, xi I xj , defining the binary relations I,≺ for all y = (y
1, y2), z = (z1, z2) ∈ R2
with:
y ≺ z ⇐⇒ y1 < z1 and y2 > z2 (1)
y 4 z ⇐⇒ y ≺ z or y = z (2)
y I z ⇐⇒ y ≺ z or z ≺ y (3)
To measure distances between points xi, xj ∈ E, we consider dij = d(xi, xj)
α where α > 0 and
d is the Euclidian distance:
∀y = (y1, y2), z = (z1, z2) ∈ R2, d(y, z) =
√
(y1 − z1)
2
+ (y2 − z2)
2
(4)
The p-dispersion problems select p > 2 out of n given candidate points, while maximizing a
dispersion function f :
Pdisp(E, p) = max
(z1,z2,...,zp)∈Dp
f(z1, z2, . . . , zp) (5)
where Dp denotes the set of all the distincts points of E:
Dp = {(z1, z2, . . . , zp) ∈ E
p|∀1 6 i < j 6 p, zi 6= zj} (6)
The most standard p-dispersion problem, also denoted Max-Min p-dispersion problem or p-
dispersion-MM, the dispersion function is the minimum of distances dij between pairs of the selected
points. Formally, the Max-Min p-dispersion problem for p > 2 can be written as:
PMMdisp (E, p) = max
(z1,z2,...,zp)∈Dp
min
i,j:16i<j6p
dij (7)
Another known variant is the Max-Sum(-Sum) dispersion problem, denoted p-dispersion-MS, with:
PMSdisp(E, p) = max
(z1,z2,...,zp)∈Dp
p−1∑
i=1
p∑
j=i+1
dij (8)
We consider also in this paper the Max-Sum-Min p-dispersion problem, denoted p-dispersion-
MSM:
PMSMdisp (E, p) = max
(z1,z2,...,zp)∈Dp
p∑
i=1
min
j 6=i:16j6p
dij (9)
Another specific variant of Max-Sum-Min p-dispersion in a 2d PF will be defined in the Section
4, using specific properties of a 2d PF. Lastly, the Max-Min-Sum p-dispersion problem, denoted
p-dispersion-MMS, is defined as following:
PMMSdisp (E, p) = max
(z1,z2,...,zp)∈Dp
min
i∈[[1,p]]
∑
j∈[[1,p]]−{i}
dij (10)
3 Related works
This section describes related works to appreciate the contributions of this paper.
2
3.1 Complexity results for p-dispersion problems
Max-Min and Max-Sum p-dispersion problems are NP-hard problems[12, 16]. It is proven in both
cases by a polynomial reduction to the maximum independent set problem [12, 16]. Max-Min
and Max-Sum p-dispersion problems are still NP-hard problems when distances fulfill the triangle
inequality [12, 16]. The planar (2d) Max-Min p-dispersion problem is also NP-hard [33], the NP-
hardness of the planar Max-Sum p-dispersion problem is still an open question to the best of our
knowledge. The one-dimensional (1d) cases of Max-Min and Max-Sum p-dispersion problems are
solvable in polynomial time, with a similar DP algorithm running in O(max{pn, n logn}) time
[27, 33]. Complexity results have also been proven for the APX classes of several variants of p-
dispersion problems. Firstly, for all α > 1, any α-approximation for the Max-Min p-dispersion
problem is NP-hard in the general case [27]. In two specific cases, 2d or having triangle inequality,
it exists a 2-approximation for the Max-Min p-dispersion problem [27]. For all α < 2, any α-
approximation for the Max-Min p-dispersion problem with triangle inequality is NP-hard [27].
Although, p-dispersion is mentioned to have relevant applications for MOO [13, 27], no specific
studies concerned the p-dispersion in a PF to the best of our knowledge. We note that an affine
2d PF is a line in R2, such case is equivalent to the 1d case. Hence, Max-Min and Max-Sum
p-dispersion problems are solvable in O(max{pn, n logn}) time thanks to [27, 33]. General planar
cases of p-dispersion problems can also be seen as specific cases of three-dimensional (3d) PF,
affine 3d PF. Having a NP-hard complexity proven for the planar cases of Max-Min p-dispersion,
it implies that the Max-Min p-dispersion problem is also NP-hard for 3d PF.
3.2 Exact methods to solve p-dispersion problems
The Max-Sum p-dispersion problem can be formulated as a quadratic optimization problem, defin-
ing binary variables zj ∈ {0, 1} with zj = 1 if and only if the point xj is selected:
PMSdisp(E, p) = max
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
di,j zizj (11.1)
s.t :
∑n
j=1 zj = p (11.2)
zj ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ [[1, n]], (11.3)
(11)
The linearization of (11.3) leads to the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation provided
by [20]. Mathematical programming formulations are also used in exact Branch&Bound (B&
B) algorithms iterating with the computations of upper and lower bounds, with a Lagrangian
relaxation in [1] or with upper bounds computable in O(n3) in [26].
Similarly, the Max-Min p-dispersion problem can be modeled using non linear optimlization
([26]):
PMMdisp (E, p) = max
d>0
d (12.1)
s.t :
∑n
j=1 zj = p (12.2)
dzizj > di,j ∀1 6 i < j 6 n, (12.3)
zj ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ [[1, n]], (12.4)
(12)
The standard linearization of constraints (12.3) leads to the Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) formulation provided by [20]. Another MILP formulation was proposed, to speed-up the
resolution using straightforward B& B solving and implementing specific cuts in a Branch&Cut
algorithm [28]. Decomposition schemes from [1] and [26]. can also be extended for the Max-Min
p-dispersion problem.
Similarly, MILP formulations were designed for the Max-Sum-Min andMax-Min-Sum p-dispersion
variants [13]. Such variants were less studied, a recent work proposed a unified MILP formulation
and B&B algorithm for the four variants of p-dispersion problems [22].
3.3 Clustering/selecting points in Pareto frontiers
We summarize here results related to the selection or the clustering of points in PF, with ap-
plications to MOO algorithms. Maximizing the quality of discrete representations of Pareto sets
was studied with the hypervolume measure in the Hypervolume Subset Selection (HSS) problem
[2, 29]. The HSS problem, maximizing the representativity of k solutions among a PF of size n
initial ones, is known to be NP-hard in dimension 3 (and greater dimensions) since [3]. An exact
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algorithm in nO(
√
k) and a polynomial-time approximation scheme for any constant dimension d
are also provided in [3]. The 2d case is solvable in polynomial time thanks to a DP algorithm with
a complexity in O(kn2) time and O(kn) space provided in [2]. The time complexity of the DP
algorithm was improved in O(kn+ n logn) by [4] and in O(k(n− k) + n logn) by [21].
Some similar results were also proven for clustering problems. k-median and k-medoid problems
are known to be NP hard in dimension 2 since [24]. The specific case of 2d PF were proven to
be solvable in O(n3) time with DP algorithms [9, 7]. The 1d case are solvable in O(nk) time [17].
K-means, one of the most famous unsupervised learning problem, is also NP-hard for 2d cases [23].
The restriction to 2d PF would be also solvable in O(n3) time with a DP algorithm if a conjecture
is proven [6]. The 1d case of k-means is also solvable by a DP algorithm, with a complexity in
O(kn) using memory space in O(n) [15]. For k-means, k-medoids, k-median, significant differences
in the complexities exist between the 2d PF and 1d cases.
Lastly, p-center problems present also similar results. The discrete and continuous p-center
problems are NP-hard in general, the discrete p-center problem in R2 with a Euclidian distance
is also NP-hard [24]. The 1d case of continuous p-center is solvable in O(pn logn) time and O(n)
space [18], which is the same complexity for continuous p-center problems in a 2d PF [8]. The
discrete p-center problem in a 2d PF is solvable O(pn log2 n) time and O(n) space [8]. For p-center
problems, the complexity for 2d PF problems is similar to the one from 1d cases, i.e. affine 2d PF.
4 Intermediate results
This section presents intermediate results required for the following developments. Firstly, Lemma
1 extends trivially the properties of 6 and < in R:
Lemma 1 4 is an order relation, and ≺ is a transitive relation:
∀x, y, z ∈ R2, x ≺ y and y ≺ z =⇒ x ≺ z (13)
Lemma 1 implies an order among the points of E, for a reindexation in O(n. log n) time:
Proposition 1 (Total order) Points (xi) can be indexed such that:
∀(i1, i2) ∈ [[1;n]]
2, i1 < i2 =⇒ xi1 ≺ xi2 (14)
∀(i1, i2) ∈ [[1;n]]
2, i1 6 i2 =⇒ xi1 4 xi2 (15)
This property is stronger than the property that 4 induces a total order in E. Furthermore, the
complexity of the sorting reindexation is in O(n logn)
Proof : We reindex E such that the first coordinate is increasing:
∀(i1, i2) ∈ [[1;n]]
2, i1 < i2 =⇒ x
1
i1
< x1i2
This sort has a time complexity in O(n log n). Let (i1, i2) ∈ [[1;n]]
2, with i1 < i2. We have thus
x1i1 < x
1
i2
. Having xi1Ixi2 implies x
2
i1
> x2i2 . x
1
i1
< x1i2 and x
2
i1
> x2i2 is by definition xi1 ≺ xi2 . 
The re-indexation of Proposition 1 implies a monotony for the distances in the 2d PF:
Proposition 2 We suppose that points (xi) are sorted following Proposition 1.
∀(i1, i2, i3) ∈ [[1;n]]
3, i1 6 i2 < i3 =⇒ di1,i2 < di1,i3 (16)
∀(i1, i2, i3) ∈ [[1;n]]
3, i1 < i2 6 i3 =⇒ di2,i3 < di1,i3 (17)
Proof : We index E following Proposition 1. Let’s prove it implies (16), (17) is similar with (16).
Let i1 < i2 < i3. We note xi1 = (x
1
i1
, x2i1 ), xi2 = (x
1
i2
, x2i2) and xi3 = (x
1
i3
, x2i3) . (14) implies
x1i1 < x
1
i2
< x1i3 and x
2
i1
> x2i2 > x
2
i3
.
Hence, (x1i1 − x
1
i2
)2 < (x1i1 − x
1
i3
)2 and (x2i1 − x
2
i2
)2 < (x2i1 − x
2
i3
)2.
d(xi1 , xi2)
2 = (x1i1 − x
1
i2
)2 + (x2i1 − x
2
i2
)2 < d(xi1 , xi3 )
2.
Having α > 0, it implies d(xi1 , xi2)
α < d(xi1 , xi3 )
α which proves (16). 
Proposition 2 allows to reformulate Max-Min and Max-Sum-Min p-dispersion problems:
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Figure 1: Illustration of a 2d PF with 15 points and the indexation implied by Proposition 1
Proposition 3 Let E = {z1, . . . , zn} a subset of n points of R
2, such that for all i 6= j, xi ≺ xj.
The Max-Min and Max-Sum-Min p-dispersion problems in E are also defined with:
PMMdisp (E, p) = max
16i1<···<ip6p
min
j∈[[1;p−1]]
dij ,ij+1 (18)
PMSMdisp (E, p) = max
16i1<···<ip6p
p∑
i=1
min(dij ,ij+1 , dij ,ij−1 ) (19)
Proof : In the last minimization of problems (7) and (9), distances dij ,ij′ are considered. Such
distances are minimized by dij ,ij+1 and dij′ ,ij′+1 using Proposition 2, and it remains only distances
among consecutive points. 
Furthermore, Proposition 2 allows to define a new variant of the Max-Sum-Min p-dispersion
problem, denoted as the Max-Sum-Neighbor p-dispersion problem or p-dispersion-MSN:
Definition 1 Let E = {z1, . . . , zn} a subset of n points of R
2, such that for all i 6= j, xi ≺ xj.
The Max-Sum-Neighbor p-dispersion, also denoted p-dispersion-MSN, can be defined in the 2d PF
E summing only the distances between neighbor points:
PMSNdisp (E, p) = max
16i1<i2<···<ip6p
p−1∑
i=1
dij ,ij+1 (20)
The dispersion definitions after the Proposition 3 are illustrated in Table 1. With the order of
Proposition 1 and the monotony of Proposition 2, p-dispersion-MSM is not a symmetric expression
of the distances, inducing more importance to extreme distances AB and CD. On the contrary, p-
dispersion-MSN induces symmetrical expressions. This motivated the introduction of p-dispersion-
MSN in the specific case of a 2d PF.
Table 1: Illustration of the Proposition 3 and the difference of the dispersion functions: we consider
the 4-dispersion problems, with four selected points, A,B,C and D such that A ≺ B ≺ C ≺ D.
Dispersion type Dispersion of A,B,C,D
p-dispersion-MM : min(AB,BC,CD)
p-dispersion-MS : AB+AC+AD+BC+BD+CD
p-dispersion-MSN : AB+BC+CD
p-dispersion-MSM : AB+min(AB,BC) +min(BC,CD) +CD
p-dispersion-MMS : min(AB+AC+AD,AB+BC+BD,AD+BD+CD)
Propositions 1 and 2 allow to get first polynomial results in Propositions 4, 6 and 7 present
some polynomial complexity results. A key element is that the extreme points of the 2d PF are
natural candidates for p-dipersion problems, as analyzed in Propositions 4 and 5:
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Proposition 4 (2-dispersion problems) Let E = {z1, . . . , zn} a subset of n points of R
2, such
that for all i 6= j, ziIzj. 2-dispersion problems are solvable in O(n) time using O(1) additional
memory space in the 2d PF E, considering variants (7), (8), (9), (10) or (20). There is a unique
optimal solution, selecting z1 and zn.
Proof : Considering variants (7), (8), (9), (10) or (20), the same problem must be solved:
P2(E) = max
16i<j6p
d(zi, zj) (21)
Indeed, PMMdisp (E, 2) = P
MS
disp(E, 2) = P
MMS
disp (E, 2) = P
MSN
disp (E, 2) = P2(E) and P
MSM
disp (E, 2) =
2P2(E). Using Proposition 2, it is trivial that there is a unique optimal solution to (21), selecting
the two extreme points z1 and zn after the re-indexation of proposition 1, with a optimal cost
d1,n. The complexity, once having computed z1 and zn is in O(1) time and additional space. Re-
indexing the whole PF would induce a complexity in O(n logn) time. Actually, there is no need
for a full re-indexation, computing the extreme points can be done in one traversal of E, inducing
a complexity in O(n) time. 
Proposition 5 (p-dispersion and extreme points) Considering variants (7), (8), (9), (10)
or (20), an optimal solution of p-dispersion can be considered selecting x1 and xn for p > 2
once points (xi) are re-indexed as in Proposition 1. Reciprocally, any optimal solution contains
the extreme points in the case of the Max-Sum and Max-Sum-Neighbor variants, contrary to the
Max-Min, Max-Sum-Min and Max-Min-Sum variants where counter-examples exist.
Proof : Considering variants (7), (8), (9), (10) or (20), let 1 6 i1 < i2 < · · · < ip 6 p the indexes
defining an optimal solution. Considering new indexes i′1 = 1, i
′
2 = i2, . . . i
′
p−1 = ip−1, i
′
p = p, we
have thanks to Proposition 2 d(ij1 , ij2)
α 6 d(i′j1 , i
′
j2
)α. It implies that the points defined with
new indexes have at least the same dispersion than the original points. The new points define
necessarily an optimal solution of the considered variant of p-dispersion.
In the case of Max-Sum and Max-Sum-Neighbor p-dispersion problems, having an optimal solution
with 1 < i1 or ip < p induces that we have furthermore d(i1, i2)
α + d(ip−1, ip)α < d(i′1, i
′
j2
)α +
d(i′p−1, i
′
p)
α, and the new construction of points with indexes i′ induces a strictly better solution. So,
an optimal solution of Max-Sum andMax-Sum-Neighbor p-dispersion problems contains necessarily
the extreme points.
Lastly, a counter example of the reciprocity with Max-Min 3-dispersion and 4 points in a 2d PF is
given with: z1 = (0, 10), z2 = (1, 9), z3 = (3, 7), z4 = (5, 5). 
Remark: This property of p-dispersion is relevant in the selection of points of a PF for human
decision makers. Indeed, it is natural to present the extreme points to evaluate the preferences
of the decision maker. This is a justification to use p-dispersion in that goal instead of clustering
measure like k-medoids, which would not furnish the extreme points [7].
Proposition 5 is useful to determine the complexity of 3-dispersion problems, and also improve
the general complexity enumerating all the possibilities, that would be in O(np).
Proposition 6 (3-dispersion) 3-dispersion problems in a 2d PF are solvable in O(n) time using
O(1) additional space.
Proof :Considering variants (7), (8), (9), (10) or (20), we consider the two extreme points, which
can be found in O(n) time with one traversal of E like in Proposition 4. Then, there are n − 2
cases to enumerate the last point, each cost computation of 3-dispersion being in O(1) time, this
last naive enumeration is in O(n) time. 3-dispersion problems are thus solved in O(n) time using
O(1) additional space with two traversals of E. 
Proposition 7 (p-dispersion) The p-dispersion problems in a 2d PF are solvable in O(np−2)
time using O(1) additional space.
Proof : Similarly with Proposition 6, once the extreme points are found in O(n) time, the naive
enumeration of the other p−2 selected points induces
(
n−2
p−2
)
computations, requiring O(p) or O(p2)
time computations. 
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5 p-dispersion-MSN is polynomially solvable
Proposition 2 allows to prove Bellman equations for the p-dispersion-MSN problem in a 2d PF,
which is the key ingredient to design a DP algorithm:
Proposition 8 (Bellman equations for p-dispersion-MSN) Defining CMSNk,i as the optimal
cost of k-dispersion-MSN among the points indexed in [[1, i]] for all k ∈ [[2, p]] and i ∈ [[k, n]], we
have:
∀i ∈ [[1, n]], CMSN2,i = d1,i (22)
∀i ∈ [[1, n]], ∀k ∈ [[3, p]], CMSNk,i = max
j∈[[k−1,i−1]]
(CMSNk−1,j + dj,i) (23)
Proof : (22) is given by Proposition 4. We suppose k > 3 and prove (23). Let i ∈ [[k, n]]. Selecting
for each j ∈ [[k − 1, i− 1]] an optimal solution of (k − 1)-dispersion-MSN among points indexed in
[[1, j]], and adding point i, it makes a feasible solution for (k − 1)-dispersion-MSN among points
indexed in [[1, i]] with a cost CMSNk−1,j + dj,i. This last cost is lower than the optimal k dispersion
cost, thus CMSNk,i > C
MSN
k−1,j + dj,i.
CMSNk,i > max
j∈[[k−1,i−1]]
(CMSNk−1,j + dj,i) (24)
Let j1, j2, . . . , jk−1, jk indexes such that 1 = j1 < j2 < · · · < jk−1 < jk = i defines an optimal
solution of k-dispersion-MSN, its cost is CMSNk,i . Necessarily, j1, j2, . . . , jk−1 defines an optimal
solution of (k − 1)-dispersion-MSN among points indexed in [[1, jk−1]]. On the contrary, a strictly
better solution for CMSNk,i would be constructed adding the index i. We have thus: C
MSN
k,i =
CMSNk−1,jk−1 + djk−1,i. Combined with (24), it proves : C
MSN
k,i = maxj∈[[k−1,i−1]](C
MSN
k−1,j + dj,i). 
It allows to design a DP algorithm for p-dispersion-MSN in Algorithm 1. The first phase
constructs by induction the matrix of optimal costs CMSNk,i with k increasing. C
MSN
p,n is the optimal
value of MSN p-dispersion. Then, backtracking operations in the matrix CMSNk,i return an optimal
solution.
Theorem 1 Let E = {x1, . . . , xn} a subset of n points of R
2, such that for all i 6= j, xi I xj.
Max-Sum-Neighbor p-dispersion is solvable in polynomial time in the 2d PF E. The cases p = 2, 3
are solvable with a complexity in O(n) time using an additional memory space in O(1). Algorithm
1 solves the cases p > 3 with a complexity in O(pn2) time and O(pn) memory space.
Proof : The cases p = 2, 3 are given by Propositions 4, and 6, so that we suppose p > 4 and we
consider the Algorithm 1. The induction formula (23) uses only values Ci,j with j < k. Hence,
Ck,n is at the end of each loop in k the optimal value of the k-dispersion-MSN among the n points
of E, and the optimal cost. The remaining operations after the computation of Cp,n is a standard
backtrack algorithm to return an optimal solution. This proves the validity of Algorithm 1 to
solve optimally p-dispersion-MSN. Let us analyze the complexity of Algorithm 1. Re-indexing E
following Proposition 1 has a time complexity in O(n log n). Computing the line k = 2 of the DP
matrix has also a time complexity in O(n). Computing maxj∈[[k−1,i−1]](Ck−1,j +dj,i) is in O(i−k)
and thus in O(n) enumerating all the i− k possibilities. It induces time complexities in O(pn2) for
the construction of the DP matrix, and in O(pn) for the backtracking operations. Finally, the time
complexity is given by the construction of the DP matrix, in O(pn2) time. The space complexity
is in O(pn), storing the DP matrix C, the complexity is proven. 
Remark: In Algorithm 1, the DP matrix C is computed line by line, with the index k increasing.
The computation of line k + 1 requires only the line k and computations of distances using O(1)
additional memory space. If one wishes to compute only the optimal value Cp,n, it is possible to
delete the line k − 1 once the line k is completed. Such implementation has at most 2n elements
in the memory, and thus a complexity in O(n) memory space. Theorem 1 states a complexity in
O(pn) memory space as the backtracking operations to compute an optimal solution, as written in
Algorithm 1, use the whole DP matrix.
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Algorithm 1: p-dispersion-MSN in a 2d PF with p > 3
Input:
- n points of R2, E = {x1, . . . , xn} such that for all i1 < i2, xi1 I xi2 ;
- an integer p with 3 < p 6 N .
initialize matrix C with Ck,i := 0 for all i ∈ [[1;N ]], k ∈ [[2; p− 1]]
for i = 1 to N − 1:
C2,i := d1,i
end for
for k = 3 to p− 1 :
for i = 1 to N − 1:
Ck,i := maxj∈[[k−1,i−1]](Ck−1,j + dj,i)
end for
end for
OPT := maxj∈[[p−1,N−1]](Cp−1,j + dj,N )
j := argmaxj∈[[p−1,N−1]](Cp−1,j + dj,N )
initialize i := j and I := {1, j, N}.
for k = p− 1 to 3 with increment k ← k − 1:
j := argmaxj∈[[k−1,i−1]](Cp−1,j + dj,i)
add j in I
i := j
end for
return OPT the optimal cost and the set of selected indexes I.
6 Max-Min p-dispersion is polynomially solvable
Proposition 2 allows also to prove Bellman equations for the Max-Min p-dispersion problem in a
2d PF:
Proposition 9 (Bellman equations) Let E = {x1, . . . , xn} a subset of n points of R
2, such that
for all i 6= j, xi ≺ xj . Let E = {x1, . . . , xn} a subset of n points of R
2, such that for all i 6= j,
xi ≺ xj. Defining C
MM
k,i as the optimal cost of Max-Min k-dispersion among the points indexed in
[[1, i]] for all k ∈ [[2, p]] and i ∈ [[k, n]] , we have the following relations:
∀i ∈ [[1, n]], CMM2,i = d1,i (25)
∀k ∈ [[3, p]], ∀i ∈ [[k, n]], CMMk,i = max
j∈[[k−1,i−1]]
min(CMMk−1,j , dj,i) (26)
Proof : The proof is similar with the one of Proposition 8. 
Remark: Similarly with Algorithm 1, equations (26) allows to design a DP algorithm with a
complexity in O(pn2) time and O(pn) space. Following developments improve this complexity.
Proposition 10 Let k ∈ [[3, p]] and i ∈ [[k, n]]. Algorithm 2 computes CMMk,i = maxj∈[[k−1,i−1]]min(C
MM
k−1,j , dj,i)
with a time complexity in O(log(i+ 1− k)) once the Cj−1,k−1 are computed.
Proof : Let k ∈ [[3, p]] and i ∈ [[k, n]]. Reformulating Proposition 2, the application j ∈ [[k −
1, i − 1]] 7→ dj,i is strictly decreasing. The application j ∈ [[k − 1, i − 1]] 7→ C
MM
k−1,j is increasing:
any feasible solution of (k − 1)-dispersion-MM among the j first points, is a feasible solution for
(k−1)-dispersion-MM considering the j+1 first points, and the optimal value CMMk−1,j is increasing.
Hence, ϕi,k : j ∈ [[k − 1, i− 1]] 7→ C
MM
k−1,j − dj,i is strictly increasing. Let ψi,k : j ∈ [[k − 1, i− 1]] 7→
min(CMMk−1,j , dj,i) . ϕi,k(i−1) = C
MM
i,k−1 > 0. Let α = min{j ∈ [[k−1, i−1]], ϕi,k(j) > 0}. For j > α,
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Algorithm 2: Computation of maxj∈[[k−1,i−1]]min(CMMk−1,j , dj,i)
input: indexes k < i
define a := k − 1, b := i− 1
while b− a > 2
Compute j =
⌊
a+b
2
⌋
if CMMk−1,j − dj,i > 0 then : b := j
else : a := j
end while
return max(min(CMMk−1,a, da,i),min(C
MM
k−1,b, db,i))
ψi,k(j) = C
MM
k−1,j , and ψi,k is increasing for j > α. For j < α, ψi,k(j) = C
MM
k−1,j , and ψ is strictly
decreasing for j < α. Hence, ψi,k reaches a minimum for j = α or j = α− 1.
The computation of α, as the minimal value such that ϕi,k(j) > 0, can be solved with a
dichotomic search presented in Algorithm 2, for a time complexity in O(log(i+ 1− k)). 
Proposition 10 allows to improve the time complexity of the DP algorithm for Max-Min p-
dispersion problem. The following developments improve the space complexity. Similarly with the
remark page 7 for p-dispersion-MSN, the final cost CMMp,n can be constructed using a memory space
in O(n), deleting the line k of the DP matrix when the line k+1 is fully computed. The point here
is to provide backtracking algorithms which do not require to have stored the whole DP matrix
CMMk,i , with a complexity in at most O(n) memory space and O(pn logn) time.
Algorithm 3 and 3’ compute optimal solutions of p-dispersion-MM knowing the optimal cost
OPT, with greedy strategies:
Algorithm 3: Backtracking algorithm using O(n) memory space
input:
- n points of a 2d PF, E = {z1, . . . , zn}, sorted such that for all i < j, zi ≺ zj ;
- p ∈ N, p > 2;
- OPT , the optimal cost of Max-Min p-dispersion;
initialize M := 1, m := 1, I = {1, n}.
for k = 2 to p− 1 with increment k ← k + 1
M := the smallest index such that d(xm, xM ) > OPT
add M in I
m :=M
end for
return I
Algorithm 3’: Backtracking algorithm using O(n) memory space
input:
- n points of a 2d PF, E = {z1, . . . , zn}, sorted such that for all i < j, zi ≺ zj ;
- p ∈ N, p > 2;
- OPT , the optimal cost of Max-Min p-dispersion;
initialize M := n, m := n, I = {1, n}.
for k = p− 1 to 2 with increment k ← k − 1
m := the biggest index such that d(xm, xM ) > OPT
add m in I
M := m
end for
return I
Proposition 11 Let p ∈ N, p > 3. Let E = {z1, . . . , zn}, sorted such that for all i < j, zi ≺ zj.
Once the optimal cost of Max-Min p-dispersion problem is computed, Algorithm 3 and 3’ computes
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an optimal partition in O(p logn) time using O(1) additional memory space. Furthermore, let j1 =
1, j2, . . . , jp−1, jp = n the indexes of an optimal solution, let 1, i2, . . . , ip−1, n (resp 1, i′2, . . . , i
′
p−1, n)
the indexes given by Algorithm 3 (resp 3’). We have: for all k ∈ [[2, p− 1]], ik 6 jk 6 i
′
k. In other
words, the indexes given by Algorithm 3 (resp 3’) are lower (resp upper) bounds of the indexes of
any optimal solution of Max-Min p-dispersion considering the extreme points z1 and zn.
Proof : We prove the result for Algorithm 3, the proof is similar for Algorithm 3’. Let j1 =
1, j2, . . . , jp−1, jp = n the indexes of an optimal solution, let i1 = 1, i2, . . . , ip−1, ip = n the indexes
given by Algorithm 3. Firstly, We prove by induction on k that for all k ∈ [[1, p− 1]], ik 6 jk. The
case k = 1 is given by j1 = i1 = 1. We suppose k > 1 and that the induction hypothesis is true or
k − 1, i.e. ik−1 6 jk−1. ik is the smallest index such that d(xik , xik−1) > OPT . Using Proposition
2, d(xjk , xjk−1) 6 d(xjk , xji−1 ). ik−1 > jk−1 would be in contradiction with d(xjk , xjk−1) > OPT
and the definition of ik as the smallest index such that d(xik , xik−1 ) > OPT . We have also ik 6 jk,
which terminates the induction proof that indexes ik are lower bounds of indexes jk.
let us prove that indexes i1 = 1, i2, . . . , ip−1, ip = n define an optimal solution. We have by
construction d(xik , xik−1) > OPT for all k ∈ [[1, p − 1]], we have just to prove that d(xn, xip−1) >
OPT . ip−1 6 jp−1 6 n = jp = ip. Using Proposition 2, d(xn, xip−1) > d(xn, xjp−1). The
optimality implies d(xn, xjp−1) > OPT , and thus d(xn, xip−1) > OPT . Algorithm 3 returns the
optimal solution with the minimal indexes, let’s analyze the complexity. Algorithm 4 calls at most
p − 2 times the computation of smallest index ik such that d(xik , xik−1 ) > OPT , which can be
proceeded with a dichotomic search. Hence, Algorithm 3 runs in O(p logn) time. 
Proposition 11 allows to define in Algorithm 4 a valid DP algorithm for Max-Min p-dispersion
running in O(n) memory space. Theorem 2 summarizes the complexity results for Max-Min p-
dispersion:
Algorithm 4: Max-Min p-dispersion in a 2d-PF with p > 3
Input:
- n points of R2, E = {x1, . . . , xn} such that for all i1 < i2, xi1 I xi2 ;
- an integer p with 3 < p 6 N .
re-index E following the order of Proposition 1
initialize line 2 of the matrix C with C2,i = 0 for all i ∈ [[1;n]]
for i = 1 to n− 1:
C2,i := d1,i
end for
for k = 3 to p :
initialize line k of the matrix C with Ck,i = 0 for all i ∈ [[k;n]]
for i = 1 to n− 1:
Ck,i := max
j∈[[k−1,i−1]]
min(Ck−1,j , dj,i) with Algorithm 2
end for
delete line k − 1 of the matrix C
end for
delete line p of the matrix C
OPT := Cp,n
return OPT and a solution of Algorithm 3 (or Algorithm 3’)
Theorem 2 Let E = {x1, . . . , xn} a subset of n points of R
2, such that for all i 6= j, xiIxj . The
Max-Min p-dispersion problem is polynomially solvable to optimality in the 2d PF E. The cases
p = 2, 3 are solvable with a complexity in O(n) time using an additional memory space in O(1) .
With p > 3, Algorithm 4 solves the Max-Min p-dispersion problem with a complexity in O(pn log n)
time and O(n) memory space.
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Proof : The cases p = 2, 3 are given by Propositions 4 and 6, so that we suppose p > 4 and we
consider the Algorithm 4. The induction formula (23) in Proposition 9 uses only values Ci,j with
j < k in Algorithm 4. Ck,n is at the end of each loop in k the optimal value of the Max-Min
k-dispersion among the n points of E, and the optimal cost is given by Ck,n. The validity of the
backtracking procedures is proven in Proposition 11. Let us analyze the complexity of Algorithm
4. The space complexity is in O(n), storing at most two lines of the DP matrix C. Sorting and
indexing the elements of E following Proposition 1 has a time complexity in O(n log n). Computing
the line k = 2 of the DP matrix has also a time complexity in O(n). The other lines are computed
in O(n logn) time with Proposition 10, for a total computation of the DP matrix in O(pn log n)
time. The backtracking operations run in O(p logn) time, so that the time complexity is given by
the computation of the DP matrix in O(pn log n) time. 
7 Max-Sum-Min p dispersion is polynomially solvable
Proposition 2 allows also to design Bellman equations for the p-dispersion-MSM problem in a 2d
PF:
Proposition 12 (Bellman equations) Let E = {x1, . . . , xn} a subset of n points of R
2, such
that for all i 6= j, xi ≺ xj . Let p ∈ N, p > 4. For all k ∈ [[3, p]], we define C
MSM
k,i,i′ as the optimal
cost of Max-Sum-Min k-dispersion among the points indexed in [[k, i′]] with i < i′ being last selected
point before i′. We have the following relations:
∀i ∈ [[1, n]], CMSM3,i,i′ = di,i′ + d1,i′ +min(d1,i′ , di′,i) (27)
∀k ∈ [[4, p]], ∀i′ ∈ [[1, n]], ∀i < i′ CMSMk,i,i′ = max
j∈[[1,i−1]]
CMSMk−1,j,i +min(dj,i, di′,i) (28)
Proof : CMSM3,i,i′ is not an optimization problem with Proposition 5, there is a unique solution to
consider: selecting, 1, i′, i. This makes the dispersion given in (27). Let k ∈ [[4, p]], let i ∈ [[k, n−1]],
let i′ ∈ [[i + 1, n]]. Selecting for each j ∈ [[k − 1, i − 1]] an optimal solution of (k − 1)-dispersion-
MSM among points indexed in [[1, i]] with j as last selected point before i, and adding point i,
it makes a feasible solution for (k − 1)-dispersion-MSM among points indexed in [[1, i]] with a
cost CMSMk−1,j,i + min(dj,i, di′,i). This last cost is lower than the optimal k dispersion cost, thus
CMSMk,i,i′ > C
MSM
k−1,j,i +min(dj,i, di′,i).
CMSMk,i,i′ > max
j∈[[1,i−1]]
CMSMk−1,j,i +min(dj,i, di′,i) (29)
Let j1, . . . , jk indexes such that 1 6 j1 < j2 < · · · < jk−1 = i < jk = i′ defining an optimal solution
of k-dispersion-MSM in [[1, i′]] with i as last selected point before i′, its cost is CMSMk,i,i′ . Necessarily,
j1, j2, . . . , jk−1 defines an optimal solution of (k−1)-dispersion-MSM among points indexed in [[1, i]]
with jk−2 as last selected point before i. On the contrary, a strictly better solution for CMSMk,i,i′
would be constructed adding the index i′. We have thus: CMSMk,i,i′ = C
MSM
k−1,jk−2,i+min(djk−2,i, di′,i).
Combined with (29), it proves : CMSNk,i = maxj∈[[k−1,i−1]] C
MSM
k−1,j,i +min(dj,i, di′,i). 
Theorem 3 Let E = {x1, . . . , xn} a subset of n points of R
2, such that for all i 6= j, xiIxj . Max-
Sum-Min p-dispersion is polynomially solvable to optimality in the 2d PF E. The cases p = 2, 3
are solvable with a complexity in O(n) time using an additional memory space in O(1) . The cases
p = 4 (resp p = 5) are solvable with a complexity in O(n2) (resp O(n3)) time using an additional
memory space in O(1). In the cases p > 5, Algorithm 5 solves Max-Sum-Min p-dispersion with a
complexity in O(pn3) time and O(pn2) memory space.
Proof : The cases p = 2, 3, 4, 5 are given by Propositions 4, and 6, so that we suppose p > 6 and we
consider the Algorithm 5. The proof of the validity of Algorithm 5 to compute the optimal value
and an solution for Max-Sum-Min p-dispersion is similar with Theorems 1 and 2. Algorithm 5
computes optimal values of CMSMk,i,i′ with k increasing requiring only C
MSM
k−1,i,i′ values. By induction,
it proves that for all k, CMSMk,i,i′ has the wished optimal value at the end of the loop k. The optimal
value of Max-Sum-Min p-dispersion in E is then given by maxj∈[[p−1,N−1]]Cp,j,N . The remaining
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Algorithm 5: Max-Sum-Min p-dispersion in a 2d-PF with p > 5
Input:
- n points of R2, E = {x1, . . . , xn} such that for all i1 < i2, xi1 ≺ xi2 ;
- an integer with 5 < p 6 N .
initialize matrix C with Ck,i,i′ := 0 for all i ∈ [[0;n]], k ∈ [[2; p− 1]]
re-index E following the order of Proposition 1
for i = 1 to n− 1
for i′ = 1 to i− 1
CMSM3,i,i′ := di,i′ + d1,i′ +min(d1,i′ , di′,i)
for k = 4 to p− 1
Ck,i,i′ := maxj∈[[1,i−1]] Ck−1,j,i +min(dj,i, di′,i)
end for
end for
OPT := maxj∈[[p−1,N−1]]Cp,j,N
j := argmaxj∈[[p−1,N−1]]Cp,j,N
initialize i′ := N , i := j and I := {1, j, N}.
for k = p− 1 to 3 with increment k ← k − 1
find j ∈ [[1, i− 1]] such that Ck,i,i′ = maxj∈[[1,i−1]]Ck−1,j,i +min(dj,i, di′,i)
add j in I
i′ := i
i := j
end for
return OPT the optimal cost and the set of selected indexes I.
operations define a standard backtrack algorithm. This proves the validity of Algorithm 5 to return
an optimal solution of k-dispersion-MSM. Let us analyze the complexity. The space complexity
is in O(pn2), storing the DP matrix C. The time complexity is given by the construction of the
matrix CMSMk,i,i′ , ie O(pn
2) operations running in O(n) time with naive enumerations to compute
Ck,i,i′ = maxj∈[[1,i−1]] Ck−1,j,i+min(dj,i, di′,i). Algorithm 5 has thus a time complexity in O(pn3).

8 Discussions
This section discusses some practical applications of Theorems 1,2,3 and Algorithms 1,4,5.
8.1 Comparison of DP algorithms and complexity results
Max-Min p-dispersion was proven NP-hard in 2d and solvable in O(max{pn, n logn}) time in 1d
(and thus for affine cases of 2d PF) [33]. Theorem 2 illustrates that the PF hypothesis is crucial
for the complexity results. Max-Min p-dispersion is polynomial in a 2d PF thanks to Proposition
1: a 2d PF can be projected in a 1d structure. The complexity in O(pn logn) time and O(n)
space is not very different from the 1d case using Max-Min p-dispersion, contrary to k-medoids
and k-means problems [6, 7]. The difference in complexity from 2d PF to 1d cases are due to the
triangle inequalities in 2d PF cases, whereas 1d cases allow to use an additivity of distances.
Bellman equations are similar for p-dispersion-MSN and p-dispersion-MM, changing the inner
minimization into a summation. A generic implementation of Algorithm 1 for p-dispersion-MSN
and p-dispersion-MM problems is possible, with a complexity in O(pn2) and O(pn) space, which
may be efficient for practical applications. The improvements presented in section 6 are only valid
for p-dispersion-MM. On the contrary, the Bellman equations for p-dispersion-MSM in Proposition
12 require to store the previous indexes to compute an additive cost. The complexity in O(pn3)
time and O(pn2) space is a limiting factor when n is large. Complexity results induces to prefer
the variant p-dispersion-MSN to the original p-dispersion-MSM for a practical application. This
was also the preference illustrated Table 1.
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8.2 Equivalent solutions and hierarchic p-dispersion
Proposition 11 gives tight bounds on the indexes of optimal solutions of Max-Min p-dispersion
in a 2d PF. Many optimal solutions may exist for p-dispersion-MM. Having an optimal solution,
one can identify the bottleneck distance and rearrange other selected points without changing the
Max-Min dispersion. Such situations occur when p is large enough and when the points in the 2d
PF are not well distributed. We note that the solutions of Algorithms 3 and 3’ are very unbalanced,
leading to the highest values or the terminating distances. For a practical application, one seeks a
selection of well distributed.
To solve this issue, a bi-objective hierarchic optimization can be considered, ranking the opti-
mal solutions of Max-Min p-dispersion with the MSN-dispersion function. Bellman equations of
Propositions 8 and 9 can be extended to design a DP algorithm for this hierarchic optimization.
Indeed, we can define DP matrix pairs (C
′MM
k,i , C
′MSN
k,i ) denoting the optimal costs with the lexico-
graphic order, optimizing firstly the Max-Min k-dispersion, and then the k-dispersion-MSN among
points indexed in [[1, i]]. The costs C
′MM
k,i are the same with the mono-objective optimization of
Max-Min p-dispersion. Such DP matrices are constructed in O(pn2), enumerating for each compu-
tation i, k the possible costs with an intermediate index j, and sorting the best current value with
the lexicographic order. The backtracking algorithm use similar computations, as in Algorithm 1,
and the hierarchic optimization is also running in O(pn2) time and O(pn) space. One may also
speed-up such cost computations reusing the Algorithm 2 and Proposition 10, and showing that
the optimal and equivalent solutions leading to CMMk,i are in a plateau, ending at α or α− 1.
If one wishes to have an algorithm with a complexity in O(pn log n) time and O(n) space, one
may try to polish the solutions given by Algorithms 3 and 3’ to have more evenly distributed
distances among the consecutive selected points. One polishing procedure is to polish locally a
solution, considering 3-dispersion-MM optimizations in the consecutive points. Each 3-dispersion-
MM computation is running in O(log n) using also Proposition 10 as the points are already sorted.
This induces a quick and efficient polishing local search.
8.3 Parallelization issues
The time complexity in O(pn log n) or O(pn2) can be satisfactory for large scale computations of
p-dispersion problems. For a practical speed-up, Algorithms 1,4 and 5 have also useful properties
for a parallel implementation in multi or many-core environments. As mentioned in Theorems 1,2
and 3, the construction of the DP matrix is the bottleneck in the time complexity, it is crucial to
parallelize carefully this phase. The backtracking algorithm is essentially sequential, but with a
low complexity, so that a parallelization of this phase is not crucial. The initial sorting algorithm is
significant in the computation times only for the Max-Min p-dispersion problem and small values
of p. In this case, parallelization on General Purpose Graphical Processing Units (GPGPU) is
available [31].
In the computation of each line of the DP matrix in Algorithms 1, 4 and 5, many operations
are independent using the previous line. In Algorithm 1 (and for the hierarchic optimization
discussed in section 8.2), there are O(n2) independent operations. In Algorithm 5, there are
O(n3) independent operations. After the specific improvements for Max-Min p-dispersion with
Algorithms 2 and 4, there are O(n) independent operations to compute each value CMMi,k for
i ∈ [[k, n]] in O(log i) time. These O(n) operations shall be computed from the highest values
of i with i = n to the lowest with i = k, for a better load balancing following the results of
LPT (Lowest Processing Times) heuristic and approximation results [14]. In all cases, the parallel
implementation is straightforward in a shared memory environment like OpenMP, inducing only
p− 3 synchronizations, which is useful for the practical efficiency of parallelization.
Lastly, we note that p-dispersion-MM and MSN (and the hierarchic optimization discussed in
section 8.2) can be parallelized under GPGPU, with the enumerations running in O(pn2) time.
However, the dichotomic search in Algorithm 2 is not compatible with a GPGPU parallelization.
For Max-Min p-dispersion, one may parallelize the O(pn logn) time version with OpenMP, or
the O(pn2) time and massively parallelized version under GPGPU. Practical efficiency becomes
dependent on the characteristic of the GPU hardware. We note that the computation of the DP
matrix line by line is an useful point for GPGPU parallelization, using less memory space in the
GPU hardware, which may be a limiting factor.
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8.4 Application to k-medoids/k-means clustering in a 2d PF
The exact DP algorithms for k-medoids and k-means run in O(n3) time [6, 7]. Such complexity may
be a bottleneck for the practical applications dealing with large values of n. Classical heuristics for
k-means/k-medoids problems may be used in such cases, improving in quick local search procedures
an initialization of solutions [19, 30]. Such heuristics have no guarantee of optimality, and depends
heavily on the initialization strategies [19, 30]. One may initialize these local searches with solutions
of Max-Min p-dispersion to have a quick initialization procedure using the Algorithm 4. Actually,
several initialization strategies are possible. Firstly, one can initialize the k centroids using k-
dispersion. Secondly, one can solve 2k+1-dispersion, and select the k intermediate points following
order of Proposition 1. For both strategies, one can compute the optimal DP algorithms, or also
use solutions build by local search iterations of 3-dispersion as discussed in section 8.2. Having
many different initialization is useful for the final quality of solutions, implementing several local
searches with different initializations in parallel environments (using Message Passing Interface
protocols for a coarse grain parallelization), as in [10].
9 Conclusion and perspectives
This paper examined properties of the four p-dispersion problems in a 2d PF using Euclidian
distances. A novel variant, namely Max-Sum-Neighbor p-dispersion, is also designed specifically.
The cases p = 2 and p = 3 induce a complexity in O(n) time with an additional memory space
in O(1). The cases p = 4 and p = 5 have respectively time complexities in O(n2) and O(n3) time
with an additional memory space in O(1). Such results can be useful in the application to select
a small number of representative solutions for a decision maker. This offers another perspective,
comparing the different variants of p-dispersion in large 2d PF with small values p, allowing to
compare the results from [13].
Three variants are proven to be solvable in polynomial time, designing similar DP algorithms.
The Max-Sum-Min p-dispersion problem is solvable in O(pn3) time and O(pn2) memory space.
The Max-Sum-Neighbor, is proven solvable in O(pn2) time and O(pn) space. The standard Max-
Min p-dispersion problem is solvable in O(pn log n) time and O(n) space. Furthermore, the DP
algorithms can be implemented with quasi linear speed-up with parallelization. These results offer
practical perspectives for large 2d PF, as demanded by population meta-heuristics in bi-objective
optimization. Heuristic speed-up and quality of solutions were also discussed for such applications.
The efficiency of Max-Min p-dispersion in a 2d PF is also useful for an application to heuristics
for k-means and k-medoids clustering in a 2d PF, where the DP algorithm has a complexity in
O(n3). Initialization strategies can use the work on p-dispersion problems, as discussed in this
paper.
Max-Min p-dispersion is NP hard in the planar case, it is thus also the case for three dimensional
PF, there is no hope to extend the results of this paper in dimension 3. The perspective is only to
design quick heuristics for PF in dimensions greater than 3.
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